Most of these schemes make use of a first-order upwind differencing as a basis, achieving higher-order accuracy under some restriction such as Total Variation
Diminishing(TVD).
Since these high-resolution schemes inherit their characteristics from their basic schemes, it is very important to design a basic scheme with desir- At strong expansions, however, the Roe scheme diverges even if the entropy fix is applied.
In addition, it is known that the Roe scheme has a more serious problem, so-called "carbuncle phenomenon," which is a numerical instability in capturing a strong shock wave reproduces the exact solution if a single expansion wave or contact discontinuity is present. Further, Osher's scheme does not produce the noise at slowly-moving shock waves. However, it fails in near vacuum conditions because it uses the reversed-order integration path in phase space, which is needed to avoid a serious overshoot in capturing shock waves. In FVS, the flux function F is divided into positive and negative psxts: proposed an alternative splitting, which gives noticeably better results and produces steady shock profiles with at most two zones. H_nel 
These equations include the conservation of total mass, momentum, total energy, and also the physical quanti- 
where z, is molar number density per unit mass of species s. The chemical reaction rates depend not only on the translational temperature hut also on the vibrational temperature, Tv, which is related to the mixture vibrational-electronic energy ev: (5) O+N2_-N+NO;
(6) O+N_--NO + +e-.
2.$ Numerical Flux in Generalized Coordinates
In practical computation, a numerical flux in generalised coordinates is needed, which we calculate after [7] . Let the vector n = (n,, n2, ns) be a normalized cell-interface normal in _-direction with the vectors l(lx, 12,13) and m(ml, m2, ms) being its recipzopal ones: 
The numerical flux in the x-direction of this local Cartesian coordinates has the form:
where H is the total enthalpy: 
where .,.,-,'-,_)",it I,'i < c;
_(_ • I_l), • Van Leer's FV/DS:
• AUSM (velocity-splitting):
where e_/_ = e+ + u_.
• AUSM(Mach number-splitting): 
But the AUSMD-type schemes defines
The mass 
which does not necessarily vanish, producing the excessive numerical dissipation at the contact discontinuity.
The term ofcL and CR in Eq.(23) comes from the numerical dissipation which is added other than the simplest velocity splitting:
however, is indispensable in order to get a stable scheme.
Hence, we modify the velocity splitting so that the numerical dissipation can cancel at the contact discontinuity:
(u+c)24:
where
and "f' is some function of pressure p£ and Pa. Since This simple modification makes all other fluxes reproduce those of the exact Riemann solution for the contact discontinuities.
In this study, max(cr,cR) is taken as the common speed of sound. We call the specific AUSMD/V-type scheme which has the above interface mass flux and pressure/velocity-splittings as the AUSMD and AUSMV, respectively. We now summarize the numerical scheme for the AUSMD/V. First, the mass flux is
where the velocity splittings u +, u_ axe no longer the familiar Van Leer splittings, but rather including terms designed to capture stationaxy/moving contact discontinuities, and axe given as u,./s + I_L/sl otherwise. 
where A = cAt/Az is the CFL number. This analysis indicatesthat a small CFL number< 27/(27+3) _ 0.48 should be used forthe AUSMV scheme in order to avoid the overshoot in the velocity field. This restriction seems too strong, even though the AUSMV scheme shows a nice shock capturing capability.
Hence, we prefer a mixed momentum flux of (pu)l/2 between the AUSMV and AUSMD:
where s isa switchingfunctionof the pressuregradient:
I .,.
.
. ]pa-P_[ (38)
This averaging is biased toward to the AUSMV in order to maintain the shock-capturing capability.
We call this mixed scheme the AUSMDV. In this study a constant parameter E = 10 is taken. The AUSMDV is applied to the previous shock-tube problem for colliding flow. The result is shown in Fig. 2(d The test problem is a shock wave propagating into a static gas through a duct whose centerline grid is slightly perturbed:
for j even, for j odd.
In this study, a unit-spaced 350x19 grid system is used with the central grid perturbation
• being 10 -e, and the shock Mach number is 6. That result is shown in Figure 5( 
NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUS-SIONS
Various numerical experiments, includinga thermochemical nonequilibrinm flowproblem, axeperformed in orderto verifythesoundness oftheAUSMDVwith the entropy/shock-fix. 
Two-Dimenslonal Shear Plow
The second problem is a two-dimensional shear flow through a constant-area duct using the Eulex equations.
Two supersonic inlet flows divided at the central grid axe assumed with the left boundaxy condition: The proposed shock-fix was applied to the Roe scheme, and the result is shown in Figure 15 (e). The carbuncle phenomenon is now cured, and the solution is now similar to that of the Godunov scheme.
But the density does not take the maximum va/ue at the stagnation point. This situation is improved when a higherorder scheme is used. Leer's FVS. 
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